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.'WSTRACT

As we rome to r,lyon the World Wide IVth as Q priM ary in/Onnatio" TtsbIlTCt. mai"tai"ing
vmjotlS and lIiJwries of dot:u,,,ents becoma important /or rtJ#y proj« t. 11the hum",'
corrupts, then Mit COli take til. prrvious r;rmon ofdon",,,,t C01f5idff/or the change. Sinu
C01Itnlt can easily changeall Q pa/{T, haA"K all archiw: c/tnnpo ra/ impl" 'm Jlation ~niOtlS
ofQ u'Tb page afloU's lisen to maintai" the (on("" a/ lntir bookmarksi"stead 0/simply the
URL A/so, uoillf Q recorded dootment history W OOmpon vnsioJU Qlpagts Of'" time tosa
how thl' user change. ,

The role '01 TemporalStarrll E"gj", tracks tilde chalfgel alld a/ltnvsQ saerta Itup record
through all arcJli/M specifying Q aate range. The Temporal Search b:Hgine collected and
maintained an ard,;vt ofseardJable lI.~b paRn. Tlris rort«/Jt istokup track of the arrhivt
don",.hl ts artda ",odr/ i",plm"rttatiOrt!or t'J'tWing tJce l/tT'S;oJU o//HJges, and lht difkrrnces
bnweNl thmt. Also kup the tracll of missiltg dbat",nrt1 TJris pap", attempts to disnas
imp/mlNllation modd of tnt/poral ;ndersys!mt Ovn' tJrt arcJr;~ AM also lne rttrieva/
time calCJIlat;01I changeand Tt'mporal&arclr E.irgiru prowtyjJImbdd.
Ke,'M'Orrls: Temporal, Temporal Jtorr:h Engine, TmlporoJ i"de:, Iruwry 0/d«um f1lU

Introduction

The World Wide Web is emerging a lot .The content Is not only important to the
creator but also the people who are using it The website is dynamic to construct
and use. A search engine technique gathers and provides you the relevant and
important infonnation. It is like a snapshot of the Web. However. conventional
search engines only return results for the current state of the Web but they do
not have a history archive, to find old versions or history of web pages. The
ability 1cJ track the changes and history of a website could reveal a veal deal of
information about how the world is changing. Ha page is cited as a source, the
content of the page co' Id be retrieved even after the original page is long gone.
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Also the content of bookmarks would not be lost if a page is removed or changed
con!>iderably,

This concept ....ot (lilly facilitates to take backup but also fast in retrieving the
updated documents. It also facilitates the Intranet organization where cne can
always maintain and the supervisor can keep the track to the subordinates. It is
also helpful to the backup mec han ism where your older version is always saved.
fts add the arch ive document. A temporal index is updated every time a new
day, 111e constructing the index however is a server s ide process that can take
place without users noticing.Th is indexes decreases in retrieval time is important
10 users wishing to utilize the system.

Temporal Kn uwh,'<Ige is based on distinction between time points and time
Intervals. Th ey propose that treating time intervals as an ordered pair with a
bcR'inning and endpoint as a primitive , It depends on defining operations over
this data type. such as T occu rs be/orr S or T occurs during S, TIle concept of
lmervals is treated , as RTOUJXad time points are basics temporal systems. Time
Transac tion Databases is the se mantics of tem poral. or time transaction. In
databases. time intervals are called ~tatl'$ and time points are called events. States
arc then delimited by events. Infonnation in a time transaction database is
calleda/act. Transaction t;""deals with when the fact is curreot in thedatabase
or when a fact was actually added to the database , This informa tion cannot be
changed and would be auto matica lly created when facts are entered in the
database. Retrieving facts with queries returns a time-slice of the database .

For example if a document corrupted . so instead of that docum ent that is lost
Instead of restarting you have to manage with the just previous version of the
There increm ental tree assumes that a user will attempt to retrieve more recen t.
Iacts.The implications of temporal information can be vast and diffi cult to handle ,
As new infonnation is add ed . it must be related to previous facts about how
they work together. There are many possible tem poral relations between just
two pieces of information. With the continual add ition of new facts to a database
it becomes impossible to track the temporal relations between all of th em.
Information retrieval delves deeper into document histories and temporal aspects
of doc uments ; we will need to incorporate more of the work that has bee!'!
developed for databases. The ability to efficiently retrieve records from a database
is very closely related to information retrieval over a set of documents.

Source Code Control S)'!Itcms Source code control systems are important
when trying to maintain software projects, especially for commercial purposes
that need areliableworking version while developing an improved. but unreliable•..
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A spid{'r is a program that gathers data from the World Wide Web. The snider
ukes a given URL and follows all hyperlinks found, creating a mirror image of
the s ite. However. the basic spider will only retrieve web pages and store them
Lv directories. We have added a wrapper to the spider for extra functionality.

By ket:ping the most recent version s. we can compare the newly collected page
to previously collec ted pages for the same URL to see whether or not any
differences are found . The spider is run once a day and. if it encounters a new
page, it adds th e page to the database. Whe n the spider finds a previously
collected page, it performs a diffcheck against the stored version and the current
version. If there has been a change, a new entry is created in the database and
the cu rrent version is stored , as Figure 2 details.

version between the different files. Code control systems have laid an excelle nt
groundwork on how to version files. Some of these techniques. which catch.
hold of the versioning of online documents.This technique is a method for saving
storage space since you only record versions that have been modified and read.

Tracking V('TSion~ : There are a variety of techniques that have been used tu
track the versioning of documents. There are two primary levels at which to
add versioning suppor t for documents. TIle first method stores version
information as part of the docu ment. allowing any program, most likely a web
browser. to determine how recently the docu ment has been modified. 111esecond
method employs an extern al system to manage document versions. Since they
already store the documents and information about documents for general
viewing, Web servers ideal for this activity. A proxy based server, or any client
s ide history tracking. works well for an individual that wishes to track thei r
own web surfing.

Spdc; ""_P'fK "comp-'~
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version Managemen t: There is also an edit-based management that is similar
to secs and RCS, in that =1 stores th e original and only the changes. The server
and proxy systems simply s tore the entire document when new versions are
found , which is the approach taken in the Tempo ral Search Engine.
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Implementation Model of Temporal Search Engine
The basic Tem poral Search Engin e altered th e spider. index, and retrieval
components to support the notion of time . It also utilized ,a database to aid in
tracking differen t versions of web pages and to assist in the retrieval process.
By maintaining an archive of collected documents and comparing them to newly
collected ones, it Is possi ble to create a searchable his tory. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the Temporal St-arch Engine.

...
onc.tory to
be In:lelled

,
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(Figuf1I 2 - Sp ider Functions)

Otherwise, the spider will discard the page and conti nue onwards. Files ar"e
roamed by using a unique identifier, assigned In ascending order. and t hen they
are sto red in sub-directories denoted by th eir date.

.'

Archive Description The Temporal Search Engine uses any database as the
backend to store information about all versions of the collected web pages.
Although this information could be stored in additional files. There are three
fields to track infonnation: the URI.. the date spld ered. and the filename. By
tracking the URI... we can easily find aD versions of a document from a URL. Tlie
date spidered field is stored to determine. during retrieval. whether or not a
page is within the range specified by the user. Flcally, the filename field is used
during retrieval to display a page to a user. The database structure is proposed
as follows:
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(Tabtc 1: Database Overview)

In addition to the database, a version of each page collected is stored . The
database is used to keep a record of the collected pages, but the pages themselves
are stored in a publicly accessible directory. TIle pages are then displayed during
the retrieval process.

'1ldCAillg: V III.:t" a site has been spider, we have create an index 01the pages. An
index is an easily searchable dictionary of th e information co nta ined in the
archived web pages. TIle end result of pre-processing is generating a list of
keywo rds that are in each document The user's Query word s are match ed agai nst
the keywords and the documents co ntaining these words are returned as results.
Th e indexing process takes th e entire raw data archive and outputs a str uctured,
searchable file. All of the keywords from the collections are s tored in one file.
Th ese keywords link to a file con ta ining the list of documents in which these
keywords occu r, Th is system is called an inver ted file s tr uctu re"
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The indexer must be ru n daily to create a new dictionary and posting files from
materia ls collected by lhf' spider. Once an index has been created for a day it
dot::> not need to be modified or rebuil t in the future. Th e drawback. however, is
that weights of documents are not calculaled across the entire archive, but just

the individual day's index.

The pilot Temporal Search Engine created a separate index for each day that
was archived. Creating the index in this fashio n causes a problem with re trieval.
which we 'NiH describe shortly, The final directory structure created by the

system is shown in Figure 4,
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Retrieval Functionality The final component of the Temporal Search Engine
is the retrieval mechanism. Once the web pages have beeh indexed. a quick
retrieval scheme mu st beused to search th e indexes and return accurate results.
Since all of the pages are divided into directories for indexing. we use them as
our archive as well, When we need to re turn a page to a user. findings in which
day it was archived and display the appropriate page,

To search a multiple-index system is by searching every index from the beWnning
of the archive: otherwise a searching error occurs during retrieval. Since e-ach
day's index only includes pages that have been modified. older unchanged pages
will not appear in the index for that day. If we take the approach of only searching
over the range entered by the user, ~es that do not specificaI1y change within
the range will not be shown" 10 Figure 5, we can see that it is possible to miss
a valid result, if the QUeT)" range is specified to be March 23 to March 24" It will
not return the results the March 22 as that invalid.
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Th e two files created for the index" are called the Dictionary file and the Postings
file, A hash table data structure is used to store the Dictionary, which allows
for 0 (1) retrieval time" A Dictionary record has three parts: a word"the number
of documents th e word occurs
in, and the offset in the Postings
file" A Postings record has two
parts: the file nam e and weight
of the word in that file. The
Postlngs file stores th ese fixed
length records in sequential
order. As seen in Figure 3, this
setup allows us to search based
on words and easily retrieve any
given tile in the archive along
with the importance of the word
in that specific file.
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Implementation Model The indexing and retrieval are the two important
aspects of the Temporal Search Engine. Our goal was to decrease retrieval
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times for queries for the end user. By creating a temporal index instead of multiple
daily indexes we can eliminate the necessity of loopinl't: over the entire archive
and improve the accuracy of the return results by considering weights of word s
over the entire documents set. Temporal In dex Firstly, W f." have modified
how many indexes arc created and used ill the system. The modified approach
creates a single index over the entire archive. A temporal index simplifies the
re tr ieval process. as we ....i ll see momentarily, Since every document is included
in on e archive. we must have a way to distin~ish tin what day it was archived ,

By combining a directory name. which includes year, month . and date of archival,
and a filenam e we can create a unique ldeudfler for each file in our archive . This
is an important aspect for speeding up retrieval and vital for the ranze based
searching. Also, with this alteration the same spidering scheme can be used
without modification because there cannot be a repeat filename in a single day,
Figure 6 shows the new filenames stored in the l'osnngs file.

. 0
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Retrieval from 8 Temporal Index: By moving to the temporal index. retrieval
can avoid the brute-force search required by multiple indexes. When retrieving
from a single index with embedded dates, we remove the need to repea t the
sam e query across multiple Dictionary files. A single lookup is required in the
Dictionary file. and then trem the Posdngs file alldocuments with a query word
can be retrieved. We parse the records from the Postlags file to find the da te
the file wasarchived and the filename. Using the date wecan filter files that are
in the user's specified range. The filenames and dates remaining are then passed
as keys to the database to retrieve the URL to display on the results page. The
benefits of this Implementation become more Important as the size of the arch ive.
and the number of days the spider is run, increases.
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(F iQure 5 - S..rch Error)

The Temporal Search Engine also suppor ts the ability to review all versions of
a doc ument. any two versions can be compared and the differences between
them will be displayed. When a query is retu rned. a check is made to see if
other copies of a page exist If they do. a link is added beside the result to allow
the user to access these versions. With the URL stored in the database. a
document history can be retrieved withou t difliculty.This allows a user 10 examine
all versions of a docu ment easily. if they so desire,

Allowing users to view the changes between documents is also in the Temporal
Search Engine. Another use of th e dIll function allows us to de termine the
changes between two versions of a document By pulling both pages from the
archive and comparing the two. we can then create a patch of the changes. Th e
user can easily see the differences since the old infonnation is struck through
in red and the new additions appear in green.

Lastly, there is a sor t option that enables the user to decide how they wish to
see the results. Users can sort by relevance, returning the highest rated pages.
They can also sort by date. returning the most recent pages. Thi s allows the
user to easily search for fresh content if they wish.
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creatC' a higher versicnlng rate. On the bases the wcbsites can be seen as that
have a low update frequency. which means most of their pages should appear
only once or t....ice in the archive. On the other hand sites like www.pbs.org
have a high update rate ....ith almost daily changes to all pages. The documents
of the extension can be seen. No of documents updated day wise.

An unforeseen benefit of the temporal index system is the reduced sto rage
requireme nL" due to the single dictionary file. Since thp weig ht of words in each
document I:; across all docume-vs in the archive. a more accurate representation
is given with a temporal index.

Conclusion
This paper. described a Temporal Search En,lfine that supports qu eri es over a
user specified range of days It also concluded that the only accurate search over
such a system is by starting at the beginning of the archive. It also utilizes a
temporal index to improve retrieval times.
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The Temporal Search Engine only supports storing full copies of new versions.
even though the changes could be minor. fi) pu1i,1g from the RCS separate,
reverse delta technique. it could reduce ",ht> space need to sto re the archive
considerably. Thi s smaller storage may also allow for more ef ficient indexing of
docu ments. since only the ch anges would need to be re-indexed.

This application also brings into question on where the Temporal Search Engine
would be most effective. With rapidly changing large sites. constant ad dition
and modification of pages would cause the archive to grow to an incredible size.
The Temporal Search Engine may be better served over smaller sites that update
less frequently.Testing the efficiency and archive size versus site size and update
rate is a viable research consideration. This should also consider the image
amendments also

""",rl ---miOi'"

By Date: The opening search page is featured below where the user may enter
the query. They can control the start and end date of their query range. which
by default are the beginning and end of the archive. 111C default sort opt ion is by
relevance (Figure 7). A Results screen wrill display a link to the archived file, the
relevance of the document. the day the file was archived. and the origi nal URL
To the right side. if a file has more versions a link will appear which allows the
user to retrieve those versions

1104J

Proposed Layout IScreenshob
"":he following are proposed Layout /screenshots of the four major pages of the
1 emporal Search Engme. Each page is intended for simple easy design. without
overloading the user w-ith unnecessary information.

Ftg: 7:F"1rst Proposed Screen Layout

By d~ent The AD Version s page will allow the user to see what day each
newversion was archived. along with a link each vers ion of the file. They also
can select two of the files and compare the differences between them. If it shows
File 2 ~perim(X)sed onto file 1. The red material that is struck through only
occurs ~ file 1. Green lines only appear in File 2. Everything else shown
appears in both files. Images are not saved by the archive and cannot be seen.
This can be tested on any public site. The websites were selected based on an
update schedule ranging from low to medium to high. Afterseeing a minimal
variability in the first sites selected, we added five more sites on March 24 to
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